Text
The Dirac valley degree of freedom has recently been considered for new modes of electronic and photonic device operation [4] [5] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] due to the arrival of atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) electronic systems (Fig. 1a ) [6] [7] [18] [19] . In this context, phenomena such as valley polarization and anomalous valley-and spin-Hall effects have been discussed for the "+K" and "-K" Dirac valleys at opposite corners of the Brillouin zone in hexagonal systems (Fig. 1a ) [9] [10] [11] [12] 15 . The realization of these effects hinges on achieving control of valley contrast, i.e., of properties that differ between the two valleys, in particular the magnetic moment (m) and Berry curvature (Ω),
where m gives rise to circular dichroism 5, 8 and Ω is responsible for topological transport 1 . As a result, charge carriers in the two valleys can be distinguished by their different response to optical and electric fields [9] [10] [11] , providing the basis for valley-dependent operations.
Time reversal symmetry dictates that each of these pseudovectors m and Ω have the same magnitude but opposite sign in the two valleys, while inversion symmetry requires them to have the same sign. Thus a necessary condition for valley-contrasting m and Ω is inversion symmetry breaking 4 . This constraint could be revealed explicitly in a system where the inversion symmetry can be adjusted at will. However, continuous and reversible control of these valley-contrasting
Berry-phase properties has not been achieved previously. In this Letter, we report the successful electrical control of valley magnetic moment between finite negative and positive values, by applying a perpendicular electric field to bilayer MoS 2 .
Unlike monolayer MoS 2 with its structural inversion asymmetry 9, [20] [21] , pristine bilayer MoS 2 is inversion symmetric (Fig. 1b ) 9, [11] [12] . Thus m and the associated optical dichroism all vanish in the ±K valleys. However, the inversion symmetry can be broken by an external perturbation such as an electric field applied perpendicular to the bilayer, which leads to a potential difference between the two layers (row 3 in Fig. 1b) . In bilayer graphene this electric field determines the bandgap 2-3 . In bilayer MoS 2 , which already has a bandgap in the visible regime [6] [7] 19 , the effect on the energy spectrum is negligible. This permits us focus on the effect of electric field on the orbital magnetic moments, which can be optically probed using the valley-contrasting circular dichroism near the ±K valleys (Fig. 1c ) 9 . In our discussion below, all Berry-phase related physical quantities should be taken to be valley-contrasting. 
gives a measure of circular dichroism and thus reflects the magnitude of the orbital magnetic moments generated by the controlled electric field.
All PL spectra presented here show a sharp drop below 645 nm due to the spectral cut-off of the laser notch filter.
We start with the key result of this Letter: electrical control of the orbital magnetic moment in bilayer MoS 2 , manifested as a continuous tuning of the circular dichroism by gate voltage V g . Figures 2a and b show the polarization-resolved PL spectra on excitation by ! ! and ! ! polarized light, respectively, at ! ! = 0 for device B1. There are two spectral features. The broad peak centered on 860 nm results from phonon-assisted indirect interband transitions, which should not be circularly polarized, as is the case. This peak is not the focus of the paper but it provides a convenient non-polarized reference signal. In contrast, the PL from the ±K valleys (at 650 nm) (Fig. 2a) , and vice versa (Fig. 2b) . The corrected polarization ! is plotted against wavelength in We extract ! at 648 nm in In contrast to bilayer MoS 2 , we observe no magnetoelectric effect in monolayer MoS 2 . Five monolayer devices all showed the same behavior. Figure 3a illustrates PL spectra from device S1
on excitation by ! ! polarized light at ! ! = 0. The broad PL emission centered at 705 nm is probably from impurities. It does not show appreciable polarization and its intensity strongly depends on V g (see Supplementary Materials). The narrower peak at 650 nm is the emission from the ±K valleys and is strongly polarized [10] [11] [12] . The degree of polarization ! reaches as much as 0.8
at 648 nm, with some variation between devices. Such a large degree of polarization indicates strongly suppressed inter-valley scattering [10] [11] . V. This is evident in the maps of ! vs V g and wavelength shown in Fig. 3c . Fig. 3d shows ! vs ! ! at a specific wavelength of 648 nm for the σ + (red) and σ -(blue) excitation. The lack of dependence on ! ! is consistent with the fact that in monolayer MoS 2 the valley magnetic moment is generated by the structural inversion asymmetry which is not affected by electric field.
The explicit relation between circular dichroism and orbital magnetic moment has been well established, as discussed in e.g. Ref. 5 and 8. For direct optical transitions at +K and -K valleys between a pair of bands n and s, the momentum-resolved degree of circular polarization is given
is the interband matrix element of the momentum operator. The orbital magnetic moment in a 2D system can be expressed in terms of the Bloch functions |! ! (!) as
where ! ! is the Bohr magneton, m e is free electron mass, ε n (k) is the dispersion of the n'th band, and ! is perpendicular to the sheet. Therefore, a nonzero ! signifies the appearance of finite orbital magnetic moment at the valleys.
We have performed ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations of both ! and m as a function of electric field in bilayer. Figure 4a shows the calculated ! when the photo-excitation energy is ~50 meV above the DFT bandgap, which is roughly the energy difference between the incident photons and the PL peak position. The calculation qualitatively agrees with the experimental observation. Fig. 4b-c shows the calculated orbital magnetic moment at +K and -K valleys of the top valence band under various electric fields, a manifestation of the valleycontrasting magnetoelectric effect. The nonzero orbital moment also implies the appearance of finite Berry curvature 4-5,9-10 , which also depends on the inter-band matrix element of the momentum operator and has a similar expression:
Our demonstration of the valley-contrasting magnetoelectric effect therefore provides evidence of electrical control of Berry curvature as well, pointing to a novel way of manipulating topological quantum phenomena in atomically thin 2D materials.
Methods
Device Fabrication: Devices were fabricated using standard electron beam lithography techniques, using an FEI Sirion SEM with a Nabity Nanometer Pattern Generation system. An electron beam evaporator was then used to deposit 5nm/50nm of Ti/Au followed by a standard lift-off process.
Polarization resolved Photoluminescence:
The polarization resolved PL setup is equipped with a high power microscope (Olympus), low temperature micro-PL cryostat (Janis), and a spectrometer with a charge coupled device detector. Figure 1g shows the measurement scheme. Facility and NSF-funded Nanotech User Facility.
Author Contribution:
All authors discussed the results and made critical contributions to the work. causing the inversion asymmetry is unclear but it is likely from the coupling to the substrates 1 , consistent with the initial electron doping effect described in section S2.
S2. Initial Electron Doping Effect on Bilayer Devices
In the main text, we show that PL Figure S1 shows the degree of PL polarization from two devices under right-hand circularly polarized light excitation.
Due to the heavy electron doping in these devices, the critical voltage for vanishing PL polarization is out of the accessible voltage range (beyond -100 V). 
S3. Photoluminescence as a Function of Gate Voltage

S4. Ab initio Density Functional Theory Calculation
Our first-principles density functional theory calculations were carried out using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [3] [4] with the local density approximation (LDA) 5 for exchange correlation as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) 6 . The
Mo(4p,4d,5s) and S(3s,3p) electrons were treated as valence. A plane-wave energy cutoff of 600.0 eV was consistently used and a total of 80 bands were included in all the calculations. The supercell contains a 1×1 unit cell of MoS 2 bilayer and a vacuum region of 16 Å. A 36×36×1 special k-point mesh including the Γ point was used for integration over the Brillouin zone.
Optimized atomic structures were achieved when forces on all the atoms were smaller than 0.001eV/Å. The optimized crystal parameter is 3.13 Å for MoS 2 bilayer. To generate a perpendicular external electric field, an artificial dipole layer was placed in the middle of the 
